
brief notices

view of the hebrews edited by before him and makes no
charles D patejrtatejrtate jr BYU religious claim to be writing scripture
studies center 1996 lay readers who wish to investi-

gate repeated claims that the book
for almost a century critics of of mormon borrows from view of

the authenticity of the book of mor-
mon

the hebrews will find this volume
have claimed that view of the valuable for those unfamiliar with

hebrews first published by ethan the ongoing dialogue a cursory in-
troductionsmith in 1823 ad2d ed 1825 tro reviews literature that

served as inspiration for scripture compares view of the hebrews to
ethan smith pastor of the con-
gregational

or distinguishes it from the book
gregat ional church in poultney of mormon other readers will
vermont argued that the native want an analysis of the text itself
americans were scattered israelites which is not offered here serious
who would soon be restored into scholars will probably continue to
the gospel fold charles tate has refer to smiths original editions
introduced and edited the entire since the 1996 volume does not
text of the 1825 edition in an effort include original pagination and
to invite our readers to decide for does not provide discussion of the
themselves xix concerning the differences between the 1823 and
alleged connection between smiths 1825 editions
treatise and the book of mormon jed L woodworth

view of the hebrews reads very
much like a gospel tract smith
quotes dozens of scriptures in an the ten commandmentsforcommandments forto show that in the latterattempt today edited byjohnby john G scott
days israel would be restored in bookcraft 1997
fulfillment of gods covenant
promises and sets out to prove that seeing the ten commandments
native americans are these cove-
nant

as eternal principles that have
people 1 I shall attempt to never been annulled this collec-

tionembody the evidence obtained focuses primarprimarilyfly on recent
says smith to show that the statements by church leaders rele-

vantnatives of america the descen-
dants

are or adaptable to these ten
of the ten tribes of israel topics of course these judeofudeo

58 smith quotes liberally from christian fundamentals about
authors who had drawn this con-

clusion

which thousands of books have
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